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Burn testing is not an exact science but can give you a “best guess” of the content of a mystery fabric.  

What you need: 

• A wide, nonflammable dish or pan (an aluminum, disposable pie pan or plate is ideal) 

• A votive or other small candle   

• Metal (nonflammable) tweezers or pliers.  If you have locking tweezers or pliers, that is even better.  

• Lighter 

• Fabric to test – about a 1” square is often recommended. I find a triangular snippet of fabric about 2 

½“ long and about ¾” wide at the widest end cut from the edge of yardage works well, or a small 

bundle of yarn scraps or raveled threads twisted together. 

• Note: For further safety, have a dish of water nearby and do not use too large a sample  

 

Process:   

Threads Magazine has a short video clearly demonstrating the process: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmKKvepQujo 

   

Give it a try! 

Gather fabric swatches in fabrications that you know.   A good start are the following fibers which have distinct 

burn signatures:   

• Cotton – plant fiber 

• Wool – animal fiber  

• Silk – animal fiber  

• Polyester – synthetic  

Try the burn test. Note how the swatch reacts to the flame, how it burns, if it smokes & color of smoke, how it 

extinguishes, how it smells, and what type of ash or residue is left behind. Consult the charts on the following 

pages to compare with your observations. Once you understand these basic fibers, try other fibers or a mystery 

fabric and see what you discover. Charts are similar but may have minor differences depending on author. 

 

Other hints to fiber content: 

When wet, rayon has a “boardy” feel, while cotton is more flexible. Linen & rayon normally have longer, 

smoother fibers making up the thread than cotton 

Silk often has a “dry” feel while a silk-like synthetic is more likely to feel “slick.”  

A drop of water  generally absorbs very quickly on linen; on cotton it will usually bead briefly and more slowly 

absorb.  

Wool dissolves in caustic soda. 
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Source: https://looksgud.com/blog/real-facbrics-identify-genuine-tips-tricks/ 


